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REPORT ON

Tt ft W N R I D a IS MINES LIMITED

MILWK TOWNSHIP PROFIT

GOWGANDA A^A, ONTARIO

Mann Sidge Mines Limited holds ten mining claims situated in th* 

northeast quarter of Gainer Township, District of Timiskaming, Ontario.

This report deals with a geological survey of those claims, carried 

out during the month of September, 1963.

. LOOATION. A.JS*:SS:

The property, covering approximately 360 acres, consists of 10 

contiguous mining claims numbered MR 34914 to M8 34923 inclusive.

From Itiln^r Bay of Gowganda Lake on the east, the elevation increases 

approximately 100 feet to the west boundary of the property. Topography iB 

typically low, north trending, hills and ridgefl separated by swampy areas. 

A prominent linear stretching from east to west along the south shore of 

Myrtle Lake, crosses the property. Myrtle Lake covers approximately 25 acres 

of claim MR 34916.

A wagon road which traverses the property runs one mile to the 

north to meet Highway No. 560 at a point 33 miles west of Elk Lake and 6 miles 

west of Qowpanda.

East-west picket lines on which stations were established every 

hundred feet v;ere cut at three hundred foot intervals from two north-south 

base lines.
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LOC'.TICN. AJJTSS; (cont'd.)

Us ins the line-grid as control the outcrop geology was mapped and 

the results clotted at a scale of 200 feet to one inch.

A total of 9! even mi] as of arid lines were established.

yv rn*-T G T T. o OY:

All rf the consolidated rooks of the area are Precambrian in age. 

The Ta:le of Formations, after Ontario Department of Mines Report 

54, Part fi, is a? follows: 

Keweenawan

guartz diabase dikes
Intrusive Contact 

Nipissing Quartz diabase sill
Intrusive Contact

Huronian (Cobalt Series)

Lorraine Formation (not seen)
Di scnnformity 

Ckywganda Formation
Cion-^omTate, srreyroacke (and arkose), quartzite.

The Huronian sediments, whi-jh cover large sections of the Gowganda 

area, lie unconformably over older granites and volcanic rocks.

The con.-rlom nrate of the Gowganda formation, generally a coarse 

tillite, usually forms the basal member of the Huronian series. Granite 

rs ani jobbl es are the most prominent older rock represented in the

Greywacke, oft'jn freshly banded and slate-like is prominent in 

Milner Township. In places the Gowganda formation is represented by a fins 

pink to srey arkosic rook and by fine impure quartzite.
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(cont'd.)

These strata generally dip from 15O to 20O eastward.

The Nipis3in? diabasa sill, except for small amounts of granophyre 

and basic generations is ,-omposed of uniform quartz diabase. The diabase 

is generally composed of fsldsoar and pyroxene in varying proportions, with 

minor amounts of quartz and magnetite. Grain size varies from very fine near 

the contacts to about f inch with some vary coarse sections showing pyroxen* 

crystals up to g inch.

The younger diabase dikes, though finer grained, appear to consist

of identical diabase.

TT'IfO-Y OF TH"!

The claims alone the east and west boundaries of the property are 

mostly underlain by sedinents of the Gowsranda series. These sediments strike 

to the north and dip to the east at about 200 .'

The western sediments are fine greywacke, varying somewhat to an 

arkosic type south of the east-west linear mentioned above.

South of the linear, on the east, the sediments vary from greywacke 

near the diabase contact, to fine impure quartzite, to arkosic and slata-like 

srreywacke.

Brecciation of the greywacke along the south boundary was noted.

North of the linear, conglomerate was seen to overlie quartzite, 

though the two types are not seen in contact.

All of the sediments are assumed to b* underlain by the quartz
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OF TF^ PROPERTY: { oont'd.)

diabase sill, outcrops of whioa can be seen for three-quarters of a mile 

between thfl sedimentary horizons, though the two rock types are nowhere seen 

in contact.

The diabase vras seen to be fine to very fine grained near the 

sedimentary contacts. These exposures are thought to represent the upper 

contact of the sill,

Similar fine grained sections were noted well within the mapped 

margins of the diabase. These areas are thought to represent near-contact 

diabase brought to the erosion surface by rolls or folds. Similarly, sections 

of coarser diabase may represent interior parts of the sill. 

o A granophyric horizon was noted within the diabase near the east 

boundary of claim MR 34921.

Two diabase dikes occur near the southwest corner of the property. 

They are similar in composition to more basic differentiates of the sill.
\

Their contacts were not seen, but they probably strike to the northeast.

An east-northeast striking diabase dike is thought to intrude the 

sill at the southeast corner of claim lH 34916. The sill diabase is fine 

grained at this location, being near the contact, but very fine diabase and 

an abrupt change in joint directions suggests the later dike.

The prominent east-west linear mentioned earlier in this report is 

thought to be the expression of a strong fault. Suoa a fault is suggested by 

topography and by an apparent lithological change along the east boundary of 

the property. There is a subtle change in the greywackes along the west
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; t cent 'd.)

boundary as the linear is crossed.

Movement of the north side towards the west is suggested hot not 

known.

The jointing of the diabase is typical of the area.

Columnar jointing is well developed and some concentric Jointing 

was seen.

North striking joints and frautures are rare, though they were seen 

to be numerous to the south along the Ifenn Ridge which the writer napped

A few minor shear zones and fractures were noted. Some of t hess 

had associated calaite veins.

It is of interest that the majority of the shears and fractures, 

and all of the veins noted, occurred south of the postulated fault and in or 

near the areas of coarser diabase.

Such suggests that the exposures of coarse diabase are due to minor 

folding which was responsible for the fracturing. That is; the coarser sections 

of the sill were brought to the erosion surface by folding of tha diabase.

^xperien-je has shown that any prominent linear, particularly in th* 

diabase, may be the surface expression of a fault.

Compared to areas to the south along the Mann Ridge, few calcite 

veins were seen. Those noted were not mineralized except for rare, minor 

pyrite. The proximity of veins and fractures to areas of coarser diabase has

been mentioned above.
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(cont' d.

It can be assumed that this property, like those to the south, was 

subjected to intensive prospecting in the early days of the Gowganda mining

csamp. , .
4 -' ' '

The crime area of interest is felt to be a calcite vein zone, from 

2 iiwhfts to 12 inches wi-ie whish oo3urs at the top of a prominent ridge in the 

north central portion of claim MR 34919.

ANTi R^CCiafl

Few areas of economio interest ware noted during the course of the 

p;eolocical mapping program. It would appear that any prospecting work should 

be centered near areas of coarse diabase.

The north trending ridge along the centre of claim MH 34919 is 

deemed worthy of investigation. It is recommended that this area be investi- 

a^ted by detailed prospecting and that any veins noted be opened up by trenching 

and test-pitting,

291 St. Oorge Street 
Toronto 5, Ontario 
September 27th, 1963.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert Liard, P.lng,



AFFSNDIX "B"

GEOLOGICAL PLANS

Appended to this report are two geological plans of the property, 

herein considered.

The plan marked PT^RPRTATION is an attempt to indicate areas of 

uniform grain size in the rocks of the diabase sill. It must be understood 

that the variations are, in fact, gradational and that the divisions indicated 

are somewhat arbitrary and are based on visual examination of the outcrops in 

the field and not on laboratory measurements.

In this area the sill is assumed to be no thicker than 500 feet and 

tc bn somewhat flat l yin.?,, though gently undulating. A uniformly gradational 

rate of cooling, with the coarser grain sizes towards the centre of the intrusive 

would be expected. The folds postulated as an explanation for the fine and 

coarse grained sections noted are not based on any direct evidence, Blook 

faulting could be an equally valid explanation.
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